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This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th Australian Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, AI 2006, held in Hobart, Australia in December 2006.
The 89 revised full papers and 70 revised short papers presented together with the extended abstracts of 4 invited speeches were carefully reviewed and selected from 689 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on foundations and knowledge based system, knowledge representation and reasoning, machine learning, connectionist AI, data mining, intelligent agents, cognition and user interface, vision and image processing, natural language processing and Web intelligence, neural networks, search and planning, robotics, and AI applications.
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IT-Enabled Strategic Management: Increasing Returns for the OrganizationIdea Group Publishing, 2006
We live in an age in which the value of information and knowledge has far surpassed that
of physical goods. Information resources have become a key differentiator of successful
businesses. Information technology (IT) and information systems (IS) are now integrated
in almost every aspect of business, from planning to analysis and...
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Introduction to Databases: From Biological to Spatio-Temporal (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2009
This textbook reveals the workings of numerous database systems, enabling readers to develop complex database applications. Students will gain hands-on experience by following the exercises. The theory is complemented by detailed examination of specific applications from a broad range of areas. The text assumes only basic discrete mathematics,...
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Principles of Web Design: The Web Technologies SeriesCourse Technology PTR, 2011


	Principles of Web Design, Fifth Edition, leads you through the

	entire Web site creation process, from start to fi nish, while developing

	and enhancing your HTML, CSS, and visual design skills

	along the way. You will learn how to create accessible Web sites

	that let users easily and quickly navigate through your information,...
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Proof and Other Dilemmas: Mathematics and Philosophy (Spectrum)Mathematical Association of America, 2008
During the first 75 years of the twentieth century almost all work in the philosophy of mathematics concerned foundational questions. In the last quarter of the century, philosophers of mathematics began to return to basic questions concerning the philosophy of mathematics such as, what is the nature of mathematical knowledge and of mathematical...
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Wireless Ad hoc and Sensor Networks: Protocols, Performance, and Control (Control Engineering)CRC Press, 2007
The purpose of this book is to initiate the newcomer into the control of computer and wireless communication networks, one of the fastest growing fields in the engineering world. Technical concepts, which are at the core of the design, implementation, research and invention of computer network and wireless communication network control protocols,...
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Snort 2.0 Intrusion DetectionSyngress Publishing, 2003
“Intruder Alert! Intruder Alert! Warning,Will Robinson!” When we heard that
ominous announcement emanating from a robot as it twisted and turned with arms
thrashing and head spinning, we sat galvanized to our televisions waiting for the
intruder to reveal itself.Would this be the end of Will Robinson, as we knew him?...
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